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Editorial Note
At the time of the creation of the International nuclear energy

Agency, there have been comparatively few applications of nuclear
techniques to hydrological issues. Over the last twenty-five years. The
vary and character of techniques have broadened significantly. Within
the youth, atom geophysical science techniques were accustomed live
the flow-rates of rivers. solely comparatively recently has it become
clear that, once it involves an alternative between isotope techniques
and non-nuclear ways, the isotope techniques square measure
significantly fitted to fast-flowing turbulent rivers . This year the
Agency is mistreatment hydrogen as a tool in precisely such a project
in African country beneath the IAEA's Technical Co-operation
programme. In contrast to the gamma emitters that were employed in
the first work, hydrogen can't be measured straightaway within the
field. The analyses are going to be created within the Agency's atom
geophysical science Laboratory. Though non-nuclear ways were on
the market to live flow-rates of rivers within the early Nineteen Fifties,
this wasn't thus for sediment movement. Over the years, nuclear
techniques are developed to the stage that quantitative estimates of
transport square measure doable. The Agency, the viands associate
degree l'energie atomies, and Singapore are co-operating recently
within the study of the movements of sediments related to land
reclamation comes, and also the Agency receives requests for
Technical Co-operation on this subject from different countries.
Isotope tracers were already being employed within the late Nineteen
Fifties for finding out oozing through dams, mensuration the
groundwater flow-rate and direction from the dilution of an isotope
injected into a district of a borehole. These techniques have
additionally been developed and refined over the years and square
measure used during a wide range of oozing issues from dams to

subways. These examples use on purpose injected tracers that were
being developed for the hydrologist once the Agency was drawing up
its 1st scientific programme. However, there's a bunch of utterly
totally different ways, called environmental atom techniques, that
weren't a long time tool for the hydrologist at the time of the creation
of the Agency. Environmental atom techniques depend on the
variations of each the stable atom and isotope content of natural
waters. These days the most commonly used environmental isotopes
square measure the stable isotopes heavy hydrogen and oxygen-18,
and also the radioactive isotopes hydrogen and carbon-14. The
primary 3 isotopes square measure a part of the water molecule and
thus square measure virtually ideal tracers of water. The potential
utility of the naturally gift hydrogen in meteorology, hydrology, and
earth science was observed in 1957 by the late Willard Frank Libby,
Nobel Laureate for his work on carbon dating. However before this
utility may well be complete, it absolutely was clear that the temporal
and geographical variations of hydrogen in downfall and different
precipitation would got to be studied. As a result, the Agency, in co-
operation with the globe meteoric Organization discovered a
worldwide precipitation sampling network.

Initially, the samples were measured by a number of the
comparatively few national hydrogen laboratories that existed at that
point. However, this arrangement couldn't deal with the analytical load
and what is more there was a comprehensible want for a world
comparison of measurements to make sure standardization. The
Agency therefore discovered a low-level hydrogen laboratory, with
goodish funding from the U. S. nuclear energy Commission within the
youth. The samples from the precipitation survey weren't solely
analysed for hydrogen, however additionally for heavy hydrogen and
oxygen-18.

Although it had been best-known for an extended time that the
concentrations of those isotopes in natural waters varied, precise study
solely very became doable with the arrival of the mass-spectrometer,
simply a number of years before the precipitation study got beneath
method. At associate degree early stage the Agency recognized that
the introduction and development of those new techniques needed shut
collaboration between atom specialists and hydrologists. Not solely
was the staffs enlarged to incorporate hydrologists, however associate
degree agreement was reached with FAO in 1961 to introduce atom
techniques in giant scale groundwater comes funded by the global
organization Development Programme. The agreement, including
compensation of Agency prices, was one amongst the primary samples
of inter-organization collaboration within the global organization
system.
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